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Table values (g/plant) dry  matter yield cumulated  over five cuts in'five 
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values followed by the same not at I 0.05 test)., . .  
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assumed to the subsp. sativa and falcata (Small et 
top- sativa, 

as the  subsp.  falcata  (Fig. 2). Ìn 
top and  bottom  accessions  of this 

as 

that of 
Ths 

in the top and 
bottom  accessions  (Fig. 2). by 

in the  subsp. X varia and  in  the  "mielgas". 
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in 

2). Nonetheless, 
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by 1 

and  Fig. 2). to 
in the  subsp. X varia than  in the "mielgas". 

Table 2. values (gblant) dry  matter yield cumulated overjve cuts in seven  top- 
growth  morphological  categories  (models)  individuated  in a lucerne  germplasm  collection. 
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Fig. 2. Frequency  distribution (% ofplants) seven  morphological  categories  (models)  in 
five germplasm  groups of the sativa complex (top row of values in each  box)  and  in 
top-  and  bottom-yielding  accessions of each  group  (bars).  Dry-matter yield mean  values 
(gblant) of top-  and  bottom-yielding  accessions  .are  indicated on the X-axis. 
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